
 

 
 

PRIMETIME UPFRONT: NOT GREAT, BUT NOT SO BAD EITHER 

Media Dynamics, Inc. releases preliminary estimates in advance 

of its annual upfront and CPM-CPP reports 

 

Nutley, NJ, August 10, 2023 - The primetime upfront time sale for national TV's 2023-24 season witnessed 

some losses for the broadcast TV networks and cable channels in both total ad spending and CPMs; 

however, these losses were largely offset by the performance of the streaming sector's ad-supported 

services, which posted strong gains. Specifically, the broadcast TV networks, in aggregate, were down 

about 3% in ad revenues compared to the previous season, garnering an estimated $9.6 billion compared 

to $9.9 billion, and their 30-second spot CPMs for adult viewers also dropped by 3%, declining from $49.35 

last season to $48.04 in the current upfront. Cable took a somewhat larger hit with a 7% decline in ad 

dollars ($9.5 billion) and a 5% reduction in adult CPMs ($22.14). All told, the combined broadcast network 

and cable linear TV upfront wound up with ad revenues of $19.1 billion, down 5% from the previous 

season's $20.1 billion.  

The good news for streaming—and the linear TV companies that own ad-supported streaming services—

was strong gains posted by many FAST and AVOD services. Their time sales increased 31% from $6.1 billion 

last season to $8.0 billion in the just completed upfront. As a result, the combined linear and streaming 

upfront saw streaming's gains wipe out all of linear's losses. The overall tally, counting time sales for both 

platforms together, was actually up slightly with the 2023-24 upfront garnering $27.1 billion compared to 

$26.3 billion for the 2022-23 season. 

 

http://www.mediadynamicsinc.com/


A number of factors were at play in this year's upfront. Many advertisers were concerned about where 

the economy was headed, while time buyers were cognizant of the loss of coverage by cable channels due 

to continued cord cutting. So, despite cable's huge CPM advantage over both broadcast TV and most ad-

supported streaming services, there was a feeling that cable's continuing loss of reach was an issue that 

had to be dealt with, especially by those advertisers whose prime sales prospects were mainly in the under 

50 age category since older skewed broadcast TV was not where such lost viewers could readily be found. 

The buyers were also determined not to pay anything approaching the huge CPM hikes that the sellers 

scored in the past two years. Also on their minds was the impending writer's strike, which meant that 

many of the seller's primetime program schedules would be filled by unscripted content of lesser quality. 

So, this was the time for them to demand lower CPMs, with the modest exception of certain types of 

sports. 

MDI president, Ed Papazian, commented, "What we are witnessing is both forms of TV content access—

linear and streaming—coming together in the thinking of major national TV advertisers and their time 

buyers. TV is no longer thought of as being simply a combination of broadcast TV and cable, with various 

dayparts and program genres to meld together into a total TV buy. Now, streaming has come of age, with 

sufficient scale to be considered a third alternative, which is why the FAST and AVOD services scored 

sizable ad revenue gains despite their high CPMs. It's all TV now." 

As for other upfront time buys, mainly involving the early AM, daytime, and early and late evening needs 

of national brands, these amounted to about $10-12 billion. All in, the upfront—including national 

syndication sales and the broadcast networks, cable and streaming—amounted to about $37-40 billion, 

which means that as in previous years a massive amount of national TV ad spend is locked up in upfront 

buys, many of which are not brand-specific but reflect the combined requirements of all of the brands in 

the advertisers' corporate stables. 

As Papazian notes, “This greatly limits the degree of audience targeting that is realistically possible for 

each brand, as one way or another, CPMs still rule in huge volume discount buys, even in a flat or slightly 

down year like the current one.” 

### 

 

MDI Direct subscribers will receive a more detailed report on the 2023-24 upfront in the August 15th issue of MDI 
Alert. MDI’s proprietary upfront CPM-CPP estimates will be released September 15th in the annual ACES report, 
followed by CPMTrack on September 30th. Customers who pre-order either report can save $50 off the cover price. 
Enter code UPFRONT50 at checkout. 
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